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Season's Greetings to you all.
It's been a while since the last edition of the Newsletter as we felt that a general pack was probably more useful in
the lead-up to the Samhain AGM. It was lovely to get the opportunity to meet up with some of you that we haven't
seen for a while at Moulton. We eagerly look forward to seeing others at the upcoming events in 2003.
As you will read further down, we have moved on quite a bit over the past year and a number of decisions were
ratified or taken at the AGM that will be incorporated over the next few months. In terms of the Newsletter, the
editorial team (OK, Grahame and I) got a huge boost as a result of the conversation regarding the energy of this
publication. We have long felt that it was unhealthy that virtually all the energy for it was coming from us and really
welcomed any contributions anyone felt drawn to make. Those gathered at the meeting agreed that while they
would like us to retain editorial control, everyone should make an effort to contribute something, be it an article, an
image or whatever seems appropriate, to the pot. Items will not necessarily appear in the nest issue but may be
held for a more appropriate time. A number of people committed to write something as a result of this and you will
have the opportunity of reading them in this issue.
We are delighted with this and hope that you will start to see more 'life' in the newsletter as a result. We'd like to
take this opportunity to thank all the contributors and to encourage the rest of you to consider what contribution
you might like to make.
We wish you all happiness over the festive period and good fortune over the coming year.
Solstice Blessings,

Maria and Grahame

~~.

----------~~~------------------~~

Here's a timely contribution from Sig, reminding us of the essence of Winter Solstice. Thank you, Sig.

Winter Solstice
A Celebration

of the Season of Darkness

(So why does it have everything to do with the Light?)
If you think of the Sun rising on the eastern horizon, like a swinging pendulum, it stops in the northeast at the
Summer Solstice (Sun standstill) and begins its downward swing, moving slowly at first through the time of
Lughnasad, until, by the time of the Autumnal Equinox, it is moving at its peak speed along the horizon each
morning. Then, as the pendulum begins its ascent to the other end of its swin"g, at first, the Sun still moves quickly
along the horizon until Samhain, when its rising position begins to slow down visibly each day until, in the
gathering gloom of November and into December, it inches its way along the south eastern horizon towards the
darkest day of the year, the Winter Solstice. This is the time when the Darkness really descends upon us in the
Northern half of the northern Hemisphere.
13 December - It's about the Light going away. The is" of December is Santa Lucia Day. Lucy/ Lucia =
luxllucas = light. When I was a kid, my younger sister, wearing a crown of candles, would bring cookies and cakes
to our father while everyone sang "Santa Lucia." She was the early Christian Saint who, when an admirer told her
that she had beautiful eyes, she plucked them out and gave them to him! The lights are going out.
17 December - Saturnalia was the Roman event of choice just before the Winter Solstice. The Old Man Saturn
was, among other things, keeper of boundaries. Winter Solstice marks one of these boundaries - the furthest
south the Sun will rise on the eastern horizon each year. Saturnalia was a time when Rome went wild. It originally
was held on the 1th and 18th; however, during the empire, it was extended to a week (December 17-23). It was a
time of wine, women, song, and general debauchery. The annual Christmas Office Party is a pale remnant of this
celebration. A time to stretch beyond the usual boundaries.
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21 Oecember+l- - Winter Solstice - Unlike the Cross Quarter Days, which are moveable feasts (depending upon
_' how you choose to determine them), the Winter Solstice itself can be determined with extreme accuracy. This year
it will occur at 1:14 GMT on Sunday morning, December 22, 2002.
The Solstices are the days when the Sun reaches its farthest northern and southern declinations.
As the Earth travels around the Sun in its orbit, the apparent north-south position of the Sun changes over the
course of the year. This is because the equator is tilted at 23.45 degrees to the plane of the earth's orbit, also
known as the ecliptic. So, at summer solstice in the northern hemisphere the equator arcs below the plane of the
ecliptic and the northern hemisphere is closest to the sun. At winter solstice it arcs above the ecliptic and the
northern hemisphere is farthest from the sun, and vice versa for the southern hemisphere. When both
hemispheres are equally presented to the sun, we have the Vernal and Autumnal equinoxes.
In the Northern
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Winter Solstice
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Neolithic people knew about the Winter Solstice - New Grange in Ireland (sun rise) and Maes Howe in the
Orkneys (sun set) are both oriented towards the Winter Solstice Sun. While the Maes Howe window is rather
wide, the New Grange "light box" works for only a few days.
st

In ancient Egypt, the gad-man/saviour Osiris died and was entombed on December 21 . At his moment of death,
the priests brought out a baby, indicating his immediate rebirth; the Christians celebrate a birth of a god just after
this time as well.
In Greece, the Winter Solstice ritual was called Lenaea, the Festival of the Wild Women. In very ancient times, a
man representing the harvest god Dionysus was torn to pieces and eaten by a gang of women on this day. Later in
the ritual, Dionysus would be reborn as a baby - birth again being celebrated as well as ritually eating the deity.
For Sacred Plants of Winter Solstice, check out <http://www.circlesanctuary.org/pholidayslYulePlants.html>
The festival now known as Yule originated with the Teutons and Norse, who celebrated it the night before the
Solstice. The traditional Yule season is thirteen nights long, the Weihnachten. These thirteen nights mark the
space between one year and another, the border where the worlds overlap. This border seen Saturnalia is also
celebrated on Artemis/Diana's Birthday.
Despite popular belief, Druids and the Celtic people as a whole did not celebrate the Equinoxes and Solstices as
holy days, only the Cross-Quarter Days. There is no evidence for Winter Solstice celebrations in Celtic lands until
after the conversion to Christianity when Christmas was introduced. Therefore, the closest Celtic equivalent to
Yule is Sarnhain,
23 December - Artemis/Diana's Birthday - the 'Day' of the "Year and a Day." The no day. This was the last day
when the Sun stood still in the South. Truly the last day of the old cycle.
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Ephesus was the greatest Temple City in Asia Minor. It was dedicated to the Great Goddess Artemis Diana. This
Temple was the last of the Great Goddess Temples to remain open and was the site of Goddess worship well into
. the Christian era. One of her names was Mother of All. Like Mary, she was a virgin.
25 December - Emperor Aurelian (270 to 275 CE) blended a number of Pagan Solstice celebrations of the nativity
of such god-men/saviours as Apollo, Attis, Baal, Dionysus, Helios, Hercules, Horus, Mithra, Osiris, Perseus, and
Theseus into a single festival called The Feast of Sollnvicta,
"Birthday of the Unconquered Sun," on December
25th.
At the time, Mithraism and Christianity were fierce competitors. Aurelian had declared Mithraism to be the official
religion of the Roman Empire in 274 CE. The similarities between Mithras and Christ are legion. Christianity won
out by becoming the new official religion in the 4th century CE under Constantine, but for a while, it had been a
very close contest.
John the Baptist day, the 24th of June, is the first day after the Summer Solstice when you can see that the Sun is
beginning to rise towards the south. His job was to say that the Light is coming. His birthday is the first day when
you can see that the Light is going away. Likewise, Christmas, the 25th of December is the first day that you can
see that the Light is coming back (the sun is rising further to the north).
1 January - Janus - God of Beginnings and Gates; Solar God of Daybreak; Creator God. The New Year begins.
The Light IS returning!
I leave you with a "Christmas" Carol that might be better called a Fractured Christmas Carol. Enjoy!

God Rest Ye Merry Pagan Folk
GodRestYe MerryPaganFolk
let nothingyoudismay
Rememberthatthe Sunreturns
UponthisSolsticeDay!
Thegrowingdarkis endednow
And Springis on its way
0, tidingsof comfortandjoy,
Comfortandjoy!
0, tidingsof comfortandjoy!
TheWinter'sworststilltiesahead
Fiercetempest,snowandrain!
Beneaththe blanketon the ground
Thesparkof life remains!
TheSun'swarmrayscaressthe seeds
To raiseLife'ssongsagain!
0, tidingsof comfortandjoy,
Comfortandjoy!
0, tidingsof comfortandjoy!
Withinthe blessedapplelies
Thepromiseof the Queen
Forfromthispentacleshallrise
Theorchardsfreshandgreen
The Earthshallblossomonceagain
Theair be sweetandclean!
0, tidingsof comfortandjoy,
Comfortandjoy!
0, tidingsof comfortandjoy!
(Thanks to the Greenwood Singers)
Have a wonderful Winter Solstice!
May the returning Light
Bring you the vision that you seek
For the New Year.
- Sig Lonegren

~~--------~Q~------------------~
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.' 'Geomancy Group News
We open with some personal news:
Firstly, for those who are not already aware of this, we are delighted to announce that Patrick became a father to a
little girl, Alya Rose, on 24 September. Just a month later, Nicola gave birth to another little girl, Marni Eliza, on 25
October. We send our warmest congratulations and best wishes to all concerned and trust that babies and
parents are doing well and enjoying their adventure.
Professional news:
Just in case there are any of you who don't actually read all the small print in you BSD packs, you might like to
know that Patrick, currently a Vice-President of the Society, has been nominated for the position of President. If
he succeeds in his candidacy, he will be elected at the AGM in January. Sig, who was eo-opted onto the BSD
Council in January 2002 also anticipates a change in responsibility, and hopes to assume the role of VicePresident. We wish you both well with what lies ahead. If that weren't enough, we would like to congratulate Sara
on being eo-opted to Council in October.
Two new SIGs (no, not clones - Special Interest Groups!) were formed at the BSD Congress in Sheffield, namely
the Water Diving Group and the Health Group.
It seems that Sally is to become a member of the Health
Committee so we wish her much luck. A one-day symposium is being organised in the Spring, after Sally's return
from India, so anyone with a particular interest in dowsing for health might like to get in contact and ensure that
you are on the mailing list.
(Just for the record, we should probably include the EEG, as so many of us are members.
serving on the Committee and Sig is the BSD Representative on the Committee).

Tony is currently

We are currently unaware of any GG involvement in the Water Divin'g Group or the Research Group. Surely this can only be an oversight.
Perhaps someone would like to volunteer??
~

Geomancy Group Forum
As a number of you will be aware, we have been experiencing difficulties with the private forum over the past
couple of months. Barry and his team had taken the decision to upgrade the Glastonbury-based server; this was a
decision he was to regret as a software bug caused untold consternation. As you may realise, Barry is no longer
working full-time with web-based technology and has spent a great deal of his limited free time trying to fix both our
forum and everyone else's.
The current situation is that you may log onto the private site by entering the following URL:
http://www.toriffic.co.uk/forums/meg/private/index.html
It is possible to post messages as in the Glastonbury days, to see the Contact Sheets, Useful links etc and to view
the Events Guide. However we currently do not have password protection so the forum is not secure if someone
does happen to stumble across it. It is once again possible to receive a daily or 'as it happens' digest of postings
by clicking on 'Forum Email Services' on the left-hand Menu Bar.
The active links from the public website www.geomancygroup.org
have been amended so that the public cannot
now access our private Members Pages from here. They can only access the Ethical Code and the Events Guide,
as well as the Useful Links section.

Geomancy Group Website
With regard to the public site, we are still only displaying the front page, as well as links to the pages mentioned
above (Ethical Code, Events Guide and Useful Links) though page 2 has been submitted to Barry for publication.
Grahame and Maria hope to get more pages up in the Spring. Anyone who would like to submit a relevant article
should send it to one, or both of us.

~~.----------~J~~--------------------~~
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Minutes from The Geomancy Group AGM, Moulton 25 October 2002
-' Present: Maria, Sally, Sig, Sara P, John, Paul, Susie, Sarah B, Pam.
Apologies: Karin, Grahame, Mary Rose, Patrick, Brannie, Tony, Richard,
Absent: Nicola, Jamie, Shaun, Ali,
Chair and Vice Chair's report:
Maria referred to Chair and Vice chair's report as a reflection of the group's activities throughout the year and
confirmed that the provisional programme of events for 2003 has now been adopted.
She also indicated that other practitioners have been expressing an interest in joining us. Barry Hoon, our
webmaster, who was present at the Roslin meeting expressed his interest some time ago in becoming more
actively involved. Ros Briagha has also indicated she would like to become a working member of the group.
Maria and Grahame are still working on website material, some of which has already been submitted for
publication. They are also working on producing further promotional material.
Treasurer's report:
Last December, when John was elected Treasurer, we did a whip round collecting £10 from most of the
membership to cover running costs. John opened a building society account on our behalf and banked any
subscriptions. He went on to handle the complicated finances surrounding the Roslin weekend and managed to
came up with surplus, which was duly banked.
Financial statement
We are currently working with a Treasurer's trust a/c with Nationwide BS. Our current balance is £288.17, of
which some is due to credit balances for John, Maria & Grahame. Some £180 remains on the Group account.
Secretary's report:
At Roslin we appointed a Secretary (Sara) as it seemed that this was a requirement for opening a chequing
account. At that time we felt that we wanted the least sophisticated constitution we could manage as we wished to
remain as organic as possible. It was agreed that Sara would look at th~ options available for constitutions and
report back to the AGM. Sara has now done this and proposes the RAFT constitution (enclosed herewith) as a
model that might suit our purposes.
The Discussion (at both Roslin and the AGM) leant towards a 'non-formal' constitution. However it seems that we
will require some sort of framework if the GG is to be active as a body. This led to a lively debate regarding the
importance of a Mission Statement. We clarified the fact that our primary mission is to act as a forum for the
discussion of geomancy and for promoting geomantic awareness etc. It seems that, while a number of the Group
members may well be practising, we are not yet ready to work together as a business or to take on the role of
professional body. These aspects undoubtedly have the potential to become much more insignificant as time goes
on but Sig in particular felt that we should focus on the first role for the moment.
We envisaged considering the RAFT constitution over the course of the weekend and re-convening on Sunday to
take a decision. This was not possible due to technical difficulties. We would encourage you all to read it and to
make refer any relevant comments to Sara Patriako. We will discuss this again at Imbolc. If anyone who does not
plan on being present at that gathering has any particularly strong views, perhaps you could prepare a written
submission and send it to Sara or Maria, or both. Thank you.
Provisional Schedule 2003:
This has now been approved so please make a note of the dates if you haven't already done so.
'Upcoming Events' if in doubt.)

(Refer to

Proposals on Membership and Subscription Management:
Maria outlined the proposals for membership/subscription
levels that we had come up with in September. These
allowed for different subscription levels directly related to differences in activity levels. Sarah Birrell and Sig both
suggested that everyone pay same level, to keep things simpler. There was a considerable amount of discussion
regarding the appropriate subscription charge but the sum of £30 per person was eventually proposed. Extras
would be paid as required to for extra features such as personal web pages, promotional material etc when
available. This was agreed. Subscriptions are to run on an annual basis from 1 November to 31 October.
It was agreed that we adopt the idea of a sleeping subscription for original group members, in the short term.
Therefore if any of us does not activate our subscription this year by paying the subscription fee, we will receive a
digest of the year's activities towards the end of 2003. This programme will be phased out in two years at the
latest. By then, there should be no difference between original members and fully initiated new members, in terms
of voting rights or otherwise.
Paul expressed having mixed feelings regarding new members. He feels, as do many others amongst us, that it is
crucial that we maintain our integrity. He is concerned that there might be a danger of dilution.
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We also considered our method of approach to possible new members?
How do we deal with the issue of
.. expanding group membership?
After an animated discussion that continued after dinner, the following strategy
was agreed. A new member would be proposed by a current member who would bear in mind that our aim is to
have members whose energy is appropriate to the Group energy and who should have a good grounding in many
of the areas of interest to us or be a practioner in a related energy discipline. This is to ensure that the experience
at our events is not diluted by continually stopping to explain the basics. 'Appropriate' energy does not necessarily
mean we have to like each other!
The first time that the proposed new member attends a gathering, s/he must be accompanied by the proposing
member. Assuming that the first encounter goes well, the proposed new member will be invited to join the
probationary programme. This will entail attending a minimum of two events over the period of a year and a day.
The subscription charge for this period will be £30 as for full members. When it is deemed appropriate to decide
on whether to allow the probationer to be initiated, the decision will be by consensual agreement, not by majority
decision. (We have yet to clarify the actual initiation mechanism).
We do need to be careful not to have too many new members going through the process at the same time or we
will not really have the opportunity to get to know them sufficiently well.
Sig proposed Barry and Ros for a one-year probationary membership and this was heartily endorsed by those
present. Ros will be invoiced for the £30 subscription but this is being waived in Barry's case to help offset his
contribution to the website.
(I did not pick up on this at the time but when I was discussing it with Gretieme later, we realised that we were both
of the opinion that Barry was already on probation since April. It seems a bit unfair to expect him to start again
from Samhain so I would like to propose that his commencement date be reset to Beltane. If anyone vehemently
objects to this, please notify me by 18 January. - Maria).
Affiliation:
Maria indicated that Billy Gawn had mentioned the possibility of the GG to affiliating with EEG or the BSD. This
might be interesting from the polnt of view of cheaper insurance. However there is some concern over clash of
Codes of Practice (even though they were all drawn up by Patrick).
Sara proposed that Maria investigate this option further.
Forum and Website:
There is a current website at www.geomancygroup.org.This
gives us access to other groups' websites via links.
Only page 1 is available at the moment. Page 2 is ready but not yet loaded. We are ready for any linked articles
you may have in wait.
logo:
If anyone is still in any doubt as to what we chose, look at the front cover!
Promotional literature:
If anyone wants copies of promotional literature, this is available through Grahame and Maria.
As our primary mission is to increase public awareness of geomancy, the original brochure gives a general
overview - ''This is what Geomancy is ... "
Professional literature packages can be prepared and made available to individual members. Grahame and Maria
are preparing other specific information sheets on different aspects of geomancy so contact them if you're
interested in availing of the Group service instead of re-inventing the wheel and preparing your own.
The original idea was that a few thousand brochures would be ordered from the printer and each member could
attach his or her contact sticker. (The cost of 1,000 is not that much more than for 500).
Those present felt that it would be better to do this on a bespoke basis - made available as a CD-ROM, for the
member to have printing done locally - maybe. We'll see. Contact G or M in the first instance to discuss your
requirements.
Newsletter:
Maria and Grahame have been concerned that most of the energy for the Newsletter was coming from them and
desperately wanted to find ways of getting other people involved.
Sig indicated very strongly that responsibility for the newsletter should be spread more widely across the group.
The Group agreed that everyone would try and commit to contribute something over the course of the year. Maria
was asked if she and Grahame would be happy to maintain editorial control and she confirmed that this would be
fine. A deadline will be given for each issue by which date all submissions should be sent to Maria (Grahame will
be travelling a great deal over the next year). Not all articles submitted in advance of a particular issue will
necessarily be published at that time; some may be held over for a more appropriate edition.
It was suggested that it would be interesting if someone were to write a piece on what the up-coming celebration
means to him or her for each issue.
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Sig volunteered to write a piece on Winter Solstice.
John' or Sara will prepare an article on Watcombe.
" Sally may write an article on her Indian adventures when she gets back.
The next edition will be the Winter Solstice issue and the deadline will be 1 December.
Use of Ritual:
Some of us have felt reluctance amongst the group to use ritual in our gatherings. The discussion indicated that
while this was not a true representation of affairs, different members of the Group had different ideas as to when
and where we might circle up etc.
It is very important that anyone who feels the need to bring the group energy into focus expresses that concern at
the time, whenever or wherever that may be. We have to be clear on the need for maintaining good
psychic/energetic practice. The circle should be there to support anyone who needs it.
Talking Stick:
John expressed his concerns over the use of the talking stick on the grounds that Talking Stick rounds traditionally
went on as long as they went on and we do not have the luxury of enough time for that.
Sig took us through he mechanism for using the Talking Stick again. His view was that the use of the TS needs to
be fitted to the practice of the group, so practice should be tailored to suit. If we only have an hour, then everyone
must recognise that any comments need to be made quite quickly and should remember that if his or her opinion
has already been expressed by someone else, there is no need to repeat it.
The importance is that people talk without interruption - and to arrive at consensus.
If a decision is not made within the time available, then it is not time for the group to make that decision.
When a vote is taken, what we are seeking is consensus. Therefore it is those with the minority viewpoint who are
given the opportunity to address the group again. Another vote is taken. If a third vote still does not reach a
consensus decision, it's probably best to defer to another time.
There was consensus agreement on the use of a 'listening stick'. This means that the pressure should not be on
any individual to speak but rather the Group has to commit to listening to whoever does speak.
Matters Arising:
Imbolc: there was some concern that Ros had the Sweat Lodge scheduled immediately after dinner on Saturday
night and people might feel rather ill. However it seems that a considerable time elapses between dinner and the
Ceremony as the Fire and Sweat Lodge have to be prepared etc.
There had been some concern about people being uncomfortable with the idea of doing the Sweat Lodge skyclad.
We acknowledged that there must be mutual respect for whatever anyone chooses to do; it is an entirely personal
decision.
If anyone has any changes in plans on attending or not attending the Imbolc gathering, please contact Maria. The
cost will be c£50 for those staying in the hostel. Final details will go out in January.
Minutes taken by Sara and John (thanks, guys) and edited by Maria.

~------------~'~i~~------~------~----i'"
Other Recent Events
Watcombe Labyrinth,

submitted by Sara Patriako
The weekend of 4-6th October found several members of the group (Maria,
Sally, Paul, John and Sara) gathering in the Cerne valley in Dorset to help
John and Sara (under the banner of Spirit In Landscape) build a turf labyrinth,
located on rolling sheep pastureland, on the edge of the Grimstone Iron Age
settlement. John had initiated the project through personal contact with the
owners of Watcombe farm, Pauline and Robin Mills, who over dinner one
night in the spring had said that they would like to have a structure in one of
their fields which would give something back to the land. Pauline had added
that she had dreamt about a labyrinth on their land, and hey presto, the seeds
were sown. John and Sara made several visits to the field in question over the
course of the summer months, visualising and planning the work to be done,
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connectinq to the spirit of the landscape, and dowsing for the right location to site the labyrinth.
,.' The site we settled upon was very close to where an energy ley crossed a blind spring (or water dome) in the field.
The labyrinth sits at the connection of two public paths, one of which is an important ancient ridgeway route from
the north to Abbotsbury. The labyrinth sits in the arrowhead between the two paths. Because the site opens up to
the west, it felt right that the labyrinth aligned to the setting Equinox sun. This alignment occurs quite often in this
part of Dorset. Westerly alignments suggest completion - resolutions - death and the end of things. It is at the end
of the cycle, and this attribute was included in the energetic programming of the labyrinth.
The geometric relationships within the labyrinth came later in the process and only showed themselves at the time
that we were confirming the alignment to the setting sun Equinox. By dowsing, we were given a diameter for the
labyrinth of 22yds. Autumn Equinox in 2002 coincided with Full Moon and that triggered the final design
component for the labyrinth. The earth-moon diameter relationship of 11:3 sprang out as the obvious connection.
So the labyrinth goal is 6yds in diameter, drawing together the energies of earth (22yds) - moon (6yds) - sun
(linear alignment).
The final addition to the labyrinth design - and the thing that brought together all of the spatial relationships, was
the decision to have a perimeter path that bounded the labyrinth itself. We felt that we needed a 'soft zone'
between mundane and sacred space. The perimeter path enables visitors to the labyrinth to bring themselves into
an appropriate state of awareness before they enter the labyrinth. You can walk around the outside of the labyrinth
as many times as you like, readying yourself for the moment when you feel ready to enter the sacred space.
So, a dozen of us set up camp in one of the lower fields on the evening of 4th October. When we pegged out the
labyrinth on Friday afternoon, we were daunted by the size of the task we had set ourselves: to build what seemed
to be an enormous structure in two days, without any of us being used to hours of digging at a time. However, we
had a lot of help. The weather was perfect - a light shower on Thursday softened the soil to be dug. Two days of
sunny, breezy weather gave us ideal conditions for the physical work, and after completion on Monday a light
drizzle helped to set the turf in place. The land provided the resources for the altar we set up in the goal prior to
commencing work. We used field flints (Earth), puddle water (Water), hedgerow seeds and berries (Fire) and
feathers from a bird that had been killed on the site a few hours before we started on Saturday morning (Air). We
dug from 10 - 4 on Saturday, and were amazed that on Sunday morning no-one had any aches and pains. By
3pm on Sunday, the labyrinth was completed!
During the course of the construction weekend, the water dome moved into the centre of the labyrinth, taking up a
diameter of 3-4 yards inside the goal by Saturday night, 5 yards by Sunday afternoon, and 7 yards by Monday
morning.
Now it's a case of walking the labyrinth to keep it alive. It's next to a public
right of way, so people are arriving there, either with pre-knowing or by
'accident' and are walking the labyrinth. It is already flourishing.
We will be holding a dedication ceremony for the labyrinth at Spring
Equinox, when, as part of the ceremony we will be sowing white clover
seeds across the entire labyrinth. Apart from the clover smothering weeds
and fixing the soil, it will create a beautiful colour contrast with the grass of
the walls.
Thank you, Sara.

~~----------~~"t------------------------~~W'
BSD EEG Conference - Moulton, 26·27 October 2002
The main reason for choosing Moulton as the venue for the AGM was, of course, the fact that the dates coincided
with the Earth Energies Group Conference. The event opened with an introduction to feng snut from Sue Davtes
and Catherine Howie, followed by a lively open-floor discussion facilitated by Roy and Ann Proctor on protection
when engaged in energy work. Should we be concerned with such matters or not? If so, what methods to people
favour? Sig led us through the 'Our Mother/Father' technique that he gave us in Glastonbury and Catherine Howie
shared a technique she uses of sealing each of the seven main charkas, plus the back of the neck and the back of
the heart chakra with a silver cross. Christan Hummel suggested that if we feel ourselves picking up on unwanted
energies, we should perhaps consider why this has happened and that it could be that we have allowed our
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vibration to drop.
reaction.

She suggests pausing and taking a moment to raise our own vibrational rate as an appropriate

'l'"he afternoon opened with an interesting presentation from someone who sees the aura. She has found different
sacred geometric patterns in each of the different auric layers. It seems that the sacred geometry is a two-way
communication system. The afternoon session ended with an open forum featuring all of the previous speakers.
Sunday began with an excess of Air as we had to make our way to the Conference Centre through a gale. Susie
and Maria narrowly missed being caught under the falling branch of an oak tree and had their belongings ripped
from them. Once inside, the session opened with a quick space-clearing session with John leading some
chanting, to the accompaniment of Singing Bowl and crashing roof-tiles. The official programme opened with Nick
Kollerstrom leading us through the relationship between the seven alchemical metals, the seven planets etc,
ending with a hands-on experience with the ores and crystals themselves. Nick also commented on the difference
that the prevailing astrological/astronomical
conditions can make, even to the outcome of laboratory experiments.
It certainly reinforces the idea that we need to consider magickal timing very carefully.
The afternoon session was given over to Christan Hummel who gave a talk on her 25 year long relationship with
the Devic realms. This was followed by some experiential work after which most people were able to report
success in connecting with the Deva of Christan's Peppermint Oil at some level. Christian reminded us that
mechanical equipment has a Devic presence just as much as a flower does, so next time your phone goes on the
blink or your printer gives up, it might be worth you while to tune in!
One of the bonuses of this type of event is the opportunity to link up with others who have similar interests to
ourselves.
Report from Maria.

w~--------~~----------------~Q,
Field Trip Day with Christan Hummel on Monday October 28th following the EEG
Conference in Moulton, submittedby SarahBirrell
A.group of seven of us met in the Horticultural Area of Moulton College where we bumped into Fritz, the Belgian
Horticulturist in charge of the students and the gardens. He allowed us to wander into his patch and establish
ourselves in the show garden that the previous year's students had built.
Christan then got us tuning in to the Devic life of the garden to find out what was needed to give it some life-force
as it felt very depleted. The Devas are a parallel kingdom to humanity, and their development ranges over a wide
spectrum of consciousness, as does ours. Devic forces co-operate in the projects Of places like Findhorn and
Perelandra in Virginia.
This work took about an hour during which we energised the water with a "Harmoniser"
which involved playing music, inaudible to the human ear, to revitalise the pond ,as well as offering the physical
tools of oils, essences and Christan's sacred waters, gathered from sites around the world.
We chanted,
meditated and discussed how the garden could be improved and offered metaphysical tools, as well as the oils, to
the Devas so that the energetic imprint could be enhanced. Christan points out the importance of considering
'gate, boundary and centre' in any space where we work. One of the main anomalies in the hard landscaped area
was a gate that led nowhere (it seemed to have been used as a 'feature'). Having noticed that the access point to
the garden had no gate, we ascertained that the Deva of the Gate was happy to re-locate and serve at the portal to
the area. This made an immediate difference and by the time we had finished working, the garden was filled with
light and energy.
We then moved on to the students "plant identification area" which was extremely soulless and according to
Christan had no centre. We spent the rest of the morning there trying to contact the Deva in charge to find and
energise the centre. She recommends asking to Devas to cancel any previous negative programming before she
asks them to work with her. Some significant lessons proved to revolve around the issue of permission and the
need to connect with the appropriate Deva for the job, rather than the one we might think is appropriate. The
morning ended with us standing round the brick spiral in a space outside the gardens feeling how different and
organised the energy there was in comparison to the closed, fragmented and compartmentalised nature of the
previous gardens.
The group then moved on the public park for lunch and a visit to the labyrinth. This was curtailed due to the lack of
food in the cafe! So we went to a pub in a neighbouring village for lunch.
After lunch, we cleared the church next door to the pub, by identifying the negative lines coming out from the
church and asking for help from the Devas. Christan talked us through the process she uses and had us dowse
for changes at each step, so that everyone 'could see that it really does work.
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Christan recommends, when clearing an area, that you give the Devas a Buddhic Column, as she mentioned in
her 'Sunday afternoon lecture. She invokes a five-pointed star made of white light which she visualises over the
~"highest point of the area to be healed. She then asks the Deva of the Buddhic Plane to drop down and anchor a
Buddhic column of light through this five-pointed star. This radiates the Christ energy into the earth. She then
invokes a standing vortex of energy (an upside down tornado-type whirlwind), the direction of which she leaves to
the Deva, which transmutes any of the lower vibrations and carries them up and into the five-pointed star of the
Christ. The bottom of the column contains a Star of David.
For spirit release work, Christan favours Ken Page's pyramid of light with a crystal on the top, which you stretch to
cover the area you are healing. A second (inverted) pyramid, forming an octahedron, is placed underneath the
ground at the same time.
Our final stop was Moulton Church, where we spent about 30 minutes healing the energy lines, the underground
water and dispersing the spirits .. She always leaves a pyramid on a church when she leaves to enable stuck spirits
to take their time leaving for "home" - as she puts it. Her major thought is "Co-Creation" with the earth,
establishing lost lines of communication with nature.
Her website, www.earthtransitions.comis
well worth reading. On that site there are many articles that explain in
detail how she works with the Devas to heal and clear sites of polluted, stuck, black energy. There are also all the
products she uses, like the harmoniser, with full descriptions.
Many thanks for this reminder of Christan's tecnniques, Sarah.

Upcoming Events
We would like to remind you of the following GG diary dates:

The Geomancy Group - Next Gathering - Imbolc
31 Jan - 2 Feb,
Brithdir Mawr in Wales. Guest Teacher: Ros Briagha.
Theme: Astrology and Ceremony. Mask making. New Moon Ceremony. Sweat Lodge. See the schedule
despatched with Samhain mailing for further details.

The Geomancy Group - Beltane Gathering
25, 26 & 27 Apr (3 full days),
Avebury. Leaders: Patrick and Grahame.
Theme: EMFs and Other Sick House issues.
Astronomy (New Moon). Creative Activity.
presentation by Pete Glastonbury.

Possibility

The Geomancy Group - Lughnasadh Gathering
11,12 &13 July
Beech Hill. Teacher: Palden Jenkins.
Theme: Astrology and Ceremony. Creative Activity.

The Geomancy Group - Samhain Gathering
24, 25 and 26 October
Venue: TBD
Theme: GG Annual Gathering and AGM, Retreat and Talking Stick

We wish you much joy in this season of Light!
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